Dear Mr Posner,
In light of the Electoral Commission's decision to officially partner with the MCB [Muslim Council of Britain] while its openlypublished constitution [the Qur'an] obliges Muslims to vote for Muslim candidates only, to install Sharia Law in place of
Common Law in host countries while respecting [working around] the host country's laws, and that actually legislates for
wife-beating, wife rape, and for child rape, I hereby formally and immediately request to de-register the People's
Administration Direct Democracy Party [a non-left/right wing, non-division, pro-true democracy/unity party].
Since 2015, we have also experienced [and evidenced] the Electoral Commission protecting this organisation from debating
these issues with paying member parties, while the MCB doesn't itself even have a party registered with the Electoral
Commission. We feel that the Electoral Commission's decision to partner with this group AND to protect it from debate
and/or questioning is a betrayal of democracy, a betrayal of paying pro-democracy member parties, and a betrayal of every
non-Muslim voter in the UK - most of whom have never read the Qur'an and so are not aware [as you are] of Islam's
constitution to destroy democracy and women's rights in host countries.
Also [as you know], most voters are unaware that the UK is still a theocracy [the last in the Western world] and is not actually
a democracy at all and with this being the reality, we feel duty-bound to resist any further influence from the Abrahamic
religions in what little notion of democracy is left in this country.
Unlike the UK Government, we also determine the Qur'an to be a book of extremist hate speech and, we find the current
application of UK hate speech laws to be wholly discriminatory in favour of Qur'anic hatred, and so we reiterate that we can
no longer be members of an organisation that both sanctions and protects Islam's political constitution, and its extremist
hatred towards the non-Islamic world.
For eg; When we publish videos on YouTube of Muslims reciting various parts of the Qur'an, we ourselves get penalised by
YouTube for violating YouTube's hate speech terms - even though it is not our content. This clearly demonstrates that we
are not alone with our perspective on the Qur'an being a book of hate speech.
This is NOT an issue of race [genetics]. It is an issue of religion [philosophy] and of democracy and, we deeply resent the
Electoral Commission's partnering and protection of such an openly anti-democratic and extremist constitution [confirmed by
its anti-Jewish and anti-Christian doctrine, by its wife-beating, wife rape, and child rape manuals, and by the MCB's on-going
refusal since 2013 to condemn Qur'anic child rape fatwas]:
http://paparty.co.uk/direct_democracy_comment/2015/3.htm
As you will see, I have submitted a testimony to the IICSA [in 2015] where I will be testifying about the 2013 child rape fatwa,
as well as the MCB's and British Government's on-going support and exploitation of it in Syria ever since and so, we simply
can not be empowering either the Electoral Commission or the MCB in any way, while testifying against this fatwa, the MCB,
the British Government, and now also against the Electoral Commission itself in relation to its support and protection of this
extremist, pro-child abuse group that sanctions child rape via fatwa. You obviously missed that all state and establishment
bodies and agencies are currently being investigated regarding their historical involvement in and support of child abuse and
of child abuse cover-ups?
In addition and unlike the Qur'an, my own book [True Democracy and the Nature of God] has been published by the British
Library since 2009. It covers ALL related issues and has NOT been judged by the government to be racist, OR to be a book
of hatred:
http://alexromane.co.uk/philosophy
I have worked [voluntarily] with the the Muslim Brotherhood in 2001 and with the Palestinian Authority since 2011. My former
girlfriends have included Islamic women and, I have also learned much about Islam while doing voluntary extremist deradicalisation work in Tunisia between 2003-2008. At one time while I was abroad, I also risked my life so as to save the life
of a Muslim and so, it should be clear to you that my issue is NOT with Muslims themselves, or with race [I am of mixed
race].
I have also studied and learned [mostly from Muslims from different parts of the world] how the unquestioned and
unchallenged appeasement from native organisations [such as electoral commissions etc] towards the Qur'anic political
constitution enables for the dismantling of democracy in non-Islamic countries and so I reiterate; We can not be part of an
organisation [the Electoral Commission] that appeases and protects such an openly anti-democratic constitution.
Over the last two decades. I have also learned [from Pakistani Muslims] that many DID actually come to the UK as part of a
conscious cultural and political [non-military] invasion and that for some, this was in direct response to the British partitioning
of India, while for others it is in revenge for the partitioning.
I have also lived and worked in various Islamic enclaves and it is my direct experience that while a small percentage of
British Muslim males ignore most anti-social laws so as to live how they see fit, that the majority of Muslims in these
communities have washed their hands of them [so to speak], and so are [effectively-speaking] sanctioning it and so

collectively, they have little or no regards even for the peace or condition of their own communities and local environments.
In addition, I have also experienced how the police generally appease anti-social criminal acts committed by Muslims, while
oppressing [and sometimes even framing] those who love peace [of any religion or of no religion] and who may complain.
Through their own inherently-racist attitude, the police STILL believe that Islam is a race and so STILL appease Islamic antisocial crimes out of fear and, it was this attitude that enabled for the multiple incidences of extremist Islamist gang rape of
non-Muslim schoolgirls during the previous decade and beyond.
Incidentally, the propaganda that aimed to condition everyone into believing that race [genetics] and religion [philosophy] are
the same and that was intensely backed-up and pushed by the mainstream media was started directly by David Cameron
himself in 2010 and so, it is the establishment itself that is largely responsible for such social distortions, the lack of
cohesion, and the results and, I know this strategy to be true through meeting and working with David when he came to stay
with an Islamic friend and colleague of mine:
http://paparty.co.uk/dc.htm
Put simply; We absolutely refuse to join the establishment, its bodies, its media, and our fellow native countrymen in
normalising Sharia Law and child rape in the UK or ANYWHERE on this planet, as doing so would be tantamount to bringing
Hell onto Earth.
I reiterate; Our problem is NOT with Muslims themselves [we are absolutely clear about this on the PA website and, we have
many Muslim supporters who also fear Sharia Law taking-over Common Law], and is specifically and only about Islam [an
unquestioned, non-native, anti-democratic, pro-child abuse doctrine] having unchallenged influence in UK Common Law.
We find it highly-ironic that while Muslims from all over the world WILL openly debate these issues with us, that the MCB
[their British representatives] will not and, we believe that this demonstrates that the MCB operates from a position of
complete insincerity, and therefore weakness.
Furthermore, the MCB's leaders have stated many times via the mainstream media that they are willing to debate issues of
Islam with non-Muslims so as to help to eradicate Islamophobia but in my direct experience going back to 2015, I find these
statements to be nothing more than outright lies. Further to this, I feel that these lies constitute propaganda against native,
non-Muslims - who the MCB acknowledges does not read the Qur'an. Therefore, the MCB is consciously and pro-actively
exploiting the fear and general lack of Qur'anic knowledge among non-Muslims. For what it's worth, I myself only came to
fear Islam AFTER reading the Qur'an and its derivatives, and never before this point. Throughout my life [and due mostly to
my upbringing], things that I didn't understand or that I found different to me have always excited me and this was probably
one of the reasons for why I have had more relationships with foreign women than with native women, as well as with
women of religion or of no religion [for eg].
It seems that the Electoral Commission has taken the side of Islam's deluded, twisted, cowardly , pro-wife beating, pro-wife
raping, pro-child abusing Sharia-mad men, while ignoring the plight of Islam's women and children [the majority]? And there
was I... thinking that you and the organisation that you run were concerned about majority will?
I have read several versions of the Qur'an and many of its derivatives and, it is obvious to me that the people at the Electoral
Commission who agreed to partnering the MCB had either never bothered to read the Qur'an or simply don't care about its
obligation on followers to destroy global democracy because, Islam's constitution to install Sharia Law over the Common
Law of host countries and its legislation for woman-beating, wife rape, and for child abuse are overt.
However, we will continue to inform voters of how we will STILL be lawfully electable [despite not being a registered member
of the Electoral Commission] because as you know, most [if not all] voters mistakenly believe that a party has to be
registered with the Electoral Commission so as to be voted for and elected into power and so, we will therefore do our
absolute best to inform them of how this is not actually true [we will continue to do the Electoral Commission's job on its
behalf].
We are extremely grateful to the many wonderful people within the Electoral Commission who have assisted us with various
issues since we registered in early 2010 and, we wish to clarify to you that our issue is with the directorship only, and so we
sincerely wish all general staff at the Electoral commission the best.
Your response [or lack of one] will be noted.
Alex Romane
Founder
People's Administration Direct Democracy Party
http://paparty.co.uk

